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, Using blanket to hold babies in a flexed position. Keeping neutral position close to the midline. 
(NNS) (Table 3) . 
Removal irritant Tactile
When I place the babies in prone position, they easily calm down. I prefer to use an appropriate position to soothe babies when babies lie down, they are stabilized well.
Position
I pat babies while bending babies' legs and arm or holding tightly. It is easy for babies to be soothed when I hold them in a flexed position. I hold babies to keep flexed position. I tried to hold babies' position by nesting or holding babies in a restraining position. I soothe babies holding or putting them in a developmental position.
Facilitated tucking
Babies looked like comfortable and were soothed during patting. If babies were irritated even after I changed diaper to soothe babies, I would stroked the babies. I try to stroke the babies. I tend to pat babies. At first I tap babies. I usually pat the babies.
Patting or stroking I usually hold babies using the nesting pillow. In the case of waving hands or legs, I held the babies in the form of a restraint. I stabilized the baby with wrapping. In the case of bigger babies, I wrapped the babies tightly so that the babies could feel like they were being held.
Holding or wrapping or swaddling
When the baby came back again to the hospital from home, we use the carrying method. Carrying
Relieving through physical contact.
Gentle touch
Wrapping babies' hands and foots tightly with a blanket. Squeezing As This baby was over 37week-old, he had a powerful need to suck. So when I gave pacifier to him, It seemed that his irritability was decreased. If I provide with pacifier, babies seem to be soothed. When I gave a pacifier, babies calm quickly. If it were necessary, I would provide pacifier to babies. Furthermore babies like pacifiers, and they have a strong desire to suck, It is important to give them a pacifier. When babies' lips showed their desire to suck, I gave a pacifier. When babies wanted to suck something, I gave them a pacifier.
NNS (pacifier) Oral
Babies are soothed well when I feed them. Feeding
As how big the babies are, I rock the bigger bronchopulmonary babies during holding. 
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